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Executive
Summary
While offering diverse and excellent services to their
customers, Hotels struggle to control their budget and
increasing costs. The rising service level requirement
of guests and visitors forces hoteliers to find ways to
control their operating costs, increase staff efficiency
to meet customer requirements promptly and to make
the guest's stay a delightful experience.
The recent trend of corporate hospitality has enforced
an additional burden on hoteliers to offer corporate
level communication features to corporate visitors
during their stay – this includes demand for
sophisticated security systems, automated hotel
processes, data access over internet or Wi-Fi and anytime connectivity inside the hotel facility. This
demands additional investment for infrastructure,
time and skilled human resource for management.
Matrix solution empowers hoteliers to meet the
industry wide telecommunication challenges headon. Matrix has introduced the comprehensive range of
Telephony systems for Hotels and other hospitality
applications as motels, hospitals and retails chains.

Hotel Telephony
Requirements –
An Overview
Excellent Customer Service and Higher
Customer Satisfaction are critical success
factors for any Hotel to sustain amongst
competition in the long run. Offering excellent
customer services always face trade-off with the
Hotelier's limited investment capacities. Finding
ways to save money over overheads has been
priority of hoteliers since years and it is the major
factor in identifying the best suitable solution for
their hotels. Besides latest facilities, skilled and
dedicated staff ready for the service is another
major aspect accountable for Higher Customer
Satisfaction.
Telephony system plays a major role in
controlling the hotel telecom overheads
irrespective of the hotel size. For small hotels the
purpose of telephony system is limited to cost
saving over internal and external calls, taking
care of guest privileges and being media of
prompt service; whereas in case of large hotels
the same systems is required to handle much
higher number of calls, act as an automated
operator with uniform level of service to each
customer and also the role of managing hotel
assets and property through integration with
other specialized devices. Besides controlling the
call overheads, the intelligently designed and
implemented telephony system can also help in
managing resources. Keeping track of guest
status and automated room cleaning service

arrangements, enhanced customer service
through customer history are few advanced
functions to name, a telephony system can
per form when integrated with Proper ty
Management Systems (PMS) or Hotel
Management Systems. Property Management
Systems (PMS) are specially designed software
for hoteling applications. Being integrated with
the telephone system, PMS ensures efficient
check-in and check-out of guests, timely
reminders and wake-up calls with personalized
messages, timely services of the rooms without
interfering guest's privacy and many more
functions leading to enhanced and prompt
services as well as increased staff efficiency.
Hoteliers investing in PMS should make sure that
PMS will function in complete tune with the
installed telephone system. Hoteliers should
select telephone systems which are tested for
integration with leading PMS and CAS (Cost
Accounting System) or which provides flexibility
of immediate integration with the PMS or CAS
already installed for hotel management.
Each hotel is different and is operated uniquely.
Before selecting any telephone system for the
hotel, Hotelier should understand the challenges
and requirements of the hotel. The following
section highlights challenges, for what the most
hoteliers should select the telephony systems to
overcome to.

Understanding Challenges
Challenge 1: Reduce Operational Costs and
Overheads
Local and Long distance calling privilege offered
to guests adds to an additional operation
overhead to hotel, if calls are not routed through
the most appropriate networks. Also, if the
hoteliers are using legacy telephony system than
the long distance calling privilege floats up as the
money blocking factor for the hotel and limits the
financial resources being allocated for other
superior services. Though the calling charges
will be borne by guests, the lower call tariffs
offered will be the factor for customer ecstasy.
Hotels using Internet for long distance calling can
offer such enhanced service to their guests
without worrying about their telephone bills.
Thus, using latest technology bilateral cost
saving is possible – for hotels and their guests as
well.
Also the latest technology based telephone
system provides the flexibility of connecting
multiple hotel properties over IP or ISDN, offering
free intra-property calling – A huge saving over
operational costs and overheads.
The telephone systems with built-in features for
critical applications as Hotel application can
eliminate the need of multiple systems for
managing resources and efficiently utilizing
them. Telephone systems with built-in Hotel
specific features and built-in PMS can offer a
single box solution and eliminate the need of
managing multiple devices – A significant saving
over maintenance overheads and a wise
investment choice.
The feature loaded telephone system offers wide
connectivity alternatives as pagers and wireless
devices like mobile phones and DECT. These
devices can be managed by centralized
telephone system and offers the property wide
mobility to meet the service requirements of
guests in corners of the property. Also it is
possible for hotelier to instruct the remote
service person to address the issue promptly and
ensure minimum downtime – Further saving over

maintenance overheads. Also the automated
hotel operation controlled by centralized
telephone system eliminates the need of high pay
skilled operators and other field staff. Hoteliers
can achieve the same results of higher customer
satisfaction with semi-skilled staff with formal
product training.
The updated telephone systems are designed
and tested to be integrated with other required
products as electronic security systems,
building management systems (BMS),
emergency services, online services, etc. Thus
the wisely chosen telephone system can
eliminate the repeated need of integrating
associated products at hotel property and
hoteliers can choose products to increase hotel
security and services freely. The readily
integrated system reduces the system downtime
for upgrade and ensures the continuous revenue
generation and reduced overheads.
Challenge 2: Increase Staff Efficiency and
Staff Responsiveness to Guests
Efficient front desk management is the most
important aspect for hoteliers while selecting
any hospitality solution. Telephone system with
built-in functions of hotel specific application or
integrated with external hotel management
software can increase the staff efficiency.
The comprehensive PMS integrates various
modules as hotel staff management, hotel
reservation and hotel accounting and provides
the centralized control over guest information.
Having centralized access to information of all
guests, the front desk operator can manage
resources without any physical movement and
can assure anytime connectivity with guests
from the single location. Also the centralized
information enables front desk operator to
provide anytime assistance to guests without
waiting for information from other location. Thus
the efficiency of front desk operator is increased
and also the overall staff efficiency is increased.
The centralized log of all calling activities and
service privileges enables front desk operator to
deal effectively and efficiently with guests at the

time of check-out or repeat check-in, in case of
repeat guests. Comprehensive telephone
systems are inclusive of auto-attendant and user
friendly voice mail systems, that offers additional
connectivity alternatives to guests during their
long stay at the hotel. The flexibility of voice mail
customization, personalization and access from
anywhere offers additional services to guests
and reduces the call handling burden of front
desk operator. Front desk operator can
concentrate on other operations and can
increase her efficiency through advanced feature
loaded telephone system.
Latest technology based telephone systems
provide alternate connectivity routes to field staff
as maintenance staff, service staff, emergency
staff, pool staff, etc. through mobile phones or
DECT phones. This ensures the prompt response
to guests anytime; also these technologies
enable field staff to be in constant touch with their
hoteliers even if they are at home.

Satisfaction Index

An advanced and efficient telephone system
helps hoteliers to offer extended customer
support by increasing the staff efficiency and
responsiveness.

Qyality of Services

Challenge 3: Enhanced Customer Satisfaction
Lower long distance calling tariff is an important
factor for customer ecstasy in case of corporate
hospitality customers. Businessmen and
Executives traveling inter-regions are concerned
about lowering their traveling overheads and
intra-region calling accounts significant share in

travelling expenses. Business travellers prefer
hotels where they can avail benefits of lower long
distance calling and the customer satisfaction
index increases automatically.
Prompt response to requirements is the principal
factor affecting the customer satisfaction. An
efficient PMS integrated with efficient telephony
system ensures minimum service downtime and
enables field staff to provide prompt response to
guests' requirements anytime.
Wake-up calls, personalized voice mail, anytime
access to voice mail from outdoor places,
informative and promotional messages on guest
room phone displays, automated order
placement for meals, laundry, etc. from the guest
room phones and many other advanced features
further enrich customer satisfaction. Uniform
treatment to all guests is important to cultivate a
professional image of the hotel among guests.
In case of repeat travellers and guests as
business people, PMS keeps records of guest's
previous preferences and automatically sets all
privileges at the time of guest check-in – A great
time saving service for business travellers. Also
the PMS can set the service timings as per the
guest's status without interference to the privacy
of the guest and utilizing the non-occupancy
timings – An Extended Customer service feature
with resource optimization.
Challenge 4: Generating and Increasing
Revenue
Most hotels earn revenue from rooms, business
conference facilities, food & beverages,
communication facilities and internet, as well as
luxury services such as SPA, gym, room
entertainment, etc. Though the revenue share
from communication and internet facilities were
little and limited till date, the advanced telephone
system may help Hoteliers to increase the
revenue share from these facilities.
Latest IP based telephone systems utilize the
same Internet infrastructure for both voice and
data transmission, making it possible to provide

integration provides more revenue generating
opportunities. The hoteliers can increase the
revenue and optimize asset investment by using
the same technology or device for multiple
purposes ensuring the revenue generation from
each walking out guest.
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Revenue

additional information to guests over their room
telephone screens including news, weather
details, promotional schemes, menus, etc. This
additional information provides an excellent
opportunity of cross-selling and up-selling hotel
products or third-party products and services
without any engagement of dedicated sales
personnel. Thus, the wise hotelier has an
opportunity to optimize resource utilization and
generate more revenues from the same
resources. The cost of offering such additional
services with modern telephone systems is
marginally low and also the investment in such
advanced telephone system provides more
revenue generation oppor tunities. Guests
satisfied and fascinated by the additional
services and functionalities at marginally low
costs like to extend their comfort stay at the hotel
or prefer their stay during next business visit and
will surely be a referrer to others also, a repeated
revenue generation from the same guest.
Hoteliers always look for ways to generate more
revenues from the investment; they look for
better technologies ensuring higher ROI with
lower TCO. Telephone system loaded with all
advanced features as well as flexibility of
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Satisfaction Index

“Ensure business continuity
with the help of latest
technology!”

Components of Hospitality Solution
It is not feasible for a single device to meet all the
challenges of the hospitality industry effectively.
For the continuous and automated operation of
hotels, different components are needed to be
integrated within telephone infrastructure. The
comprehensive Hotel solution comprises of
different components. Each component has to

be selected considering the requirements of the
hotel and its guests. The individual performance
of the each component is responsible for the
better utilization of the resources and assets of the
hotel. Following components play major role in
formulating the most effective Hotel Telephony
System.

Component

Corresponding Device

Role of the Components

Telephone System –
PBX

Hybrid PBX, IP-PBX

• Control calling costs
• Extend mobility to staff
• Increase staff efficiency through
seamless connectivity
• Integrates with the existing IT
infrastructure of the Hotel
• Maintains log of each guest room
phone for accurate accounting
• Centralized data storage for anytime
reference
• Offer anytime connectivity to guests
through voice mail and extending
their extensions to outdoor places
• Provide Multi-channel service to
customers through SMS alerts,
E-mail, Self-service kiosks, FAX, etc.
• Manage additional information for
guest reference (video, phone
adverts, direct external service keys,
etc.)
• Ensure contact in Emergency
requirement

User Terminals

Guest Room Phones,
Operator Consoles,
IP-Phones,
Mobile Phones,
DECT Phones,
Security Consoles

• Assists front desk operator during
heavy call burden
• Efficient service management
through short keys for frequent
calling numbers
• Help front desk operator for greeting
guests with personalized messages
• Display identity of caller to protect
privacy
• Source of additional information for
guests through direct short keys for
internal and external services
• An Effective tool of cross-selling and
up-selling for hoteliers
• An effective tool for increasing
customer satisfaction
• Can be a tool for room security and
controlling room environment

Hotel Software

PMS, CAS,
Hotel Management Suites,
IVRs, call center
applications, etc

• An important component for
managing hotel property and assets
• Automate processes for managing
guest services
• Facilitate the role of front desk
operator
• Provide occupancy information as
instant reference for handling guest
inquiry
• Automatic call handling when
integrated with telephone system
• Keep track of guest preferences
(room temperature, lighting,
entertainment, call privileges, etc.)
for future reference
• Keep track of guest consumption
during stay at the hotel for accurate
billing purpose
• Keep track of service staff for
efficient service management and
uniform service level to all guests
• Handling of hotel back-office
application

Matrix Hotel PBX for
Hotels Up to 40 Rooms

ETERNITY PE6SP

ETERNITY PE3SP

Matrix Hotel PBX for
Hotels Up to 200 Rooms

Matrix
Hospitality
Solution
for Small to
Large Hotels
Matrix has introduced ETERNITY range of
Hybrid-PBXs for meeting the changing
requirements of Hotel of all sizes. Matrix Hotel
PBX portfolio includes PBX for small hotel and
motel, medium hotels and large hotels that can
be installed at retails chains, hospitals and also at
corporate requiring efficient front desk
management.
Matrix Solution comprises of both Hardware and
Software components loaded with advanced call
management and hotel specific features.

ETERNITY GE12S
ETERNITY GE6S

Matrix Hotel PBX for
Hotels Up to 400 Rooms

ETERNITY ME16S
ETERNITY ME10S

Matrix ETERNITY Hotel PBX with Universal Connectivity
IP Phone

IP Phone

PC with
Soft Phone

LAN
DKP

GSM/3G
SLT

TWT
Sensor

PSTN

ISDN-BRI

External Music
Source

ISDN-PRI

Door Lock

Internet

VolP
PAS
Mobile Extension

E&M

PC for
Programming

Ethernet
RS232C

VSAT Network

Internet
Magneto Phone

IP Phone

Mobile SIP Client

PC with
Soft Phone

Matrix Digital Key Phones (DKP)

EON48S
2X24 Characters LCD

Matrix Operator Console
With 64 DSS Keys

EON – A Feature Rich Digital Key Phone

EON48P
6X24 Characters LCD

• Swivel LCD
• 16 Programmable Keys
• 17 Touch-Sense Keys
• Touch-Sense Navigation and Feature keys
• Full Duplex Speaker Phone
• Headset Interface
• Multi-language Support
• 3-Position Desktop Mounting
• Wall Mounting

Matrix IP-Phones

SETU VP248SE
2x24 Characters LCD

SETU VP – A Feature Rich IP Phone

SETU VP248PE
6x24 Characters LCD

Hotel Software - Front Desk Wizard

• Swivel LCD
• 3 SIP Accounts
• 2 Ethernet Ports
• Programmable Keys
• Touch Sense Navigation and Feature keys
• Voice Mail Key & Conference
• Message Wait Indication
• Auto Answer with Headset Interface
• G.711, G.722, G.723, G.726, G.729AB
• DHCP, PPPoE, NAT and STUN
• Web based configuration
Helps to Perform Guest Management
Functions Such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Matrix Hotel PBX works with third-party PMS and CAS

Matrix Hotel PBX integrates with
Third - Party IP-Phones and IP-DECT Phones

•
•
•
•

Check-In / Check-Out the Guest
Set/Cancel Wake-Up Calls for the Guest
Block /Allow Room-to-Room Dialing
Set / Cancel Call Forward for the Guest
Set / Cancel Do-not-Disturb (DND) for the Guest
Enable / Disable Message Wait Function
Print Hotel Reports
- Wake-Up Calls, Reminders,
Occupancy and Room Clean Status
Print Hotel-Motel Activity Log
Re-Print Check-Out Reports
Delete Call Details on Check-Out
Shift Guests from One Room to Another

Meet Challenges Head-on with
Matrix Hospitality Solution
Challenge

Matrix Solution based Features

Reduce Operational
Costs and Overheads

Universal Connectivity
Seamless Mobility
Mobile Extensions and Mobility Features
Automatic call routing with least cost
Voice-Mail
Built-in Auto-attendant
Built-in Front Desk management - No need of additional PMS for basic
applications
Ÿ Built-in call accounting - No need of additional CAS for basic
accounting applications
Ÿ SIP platform integrates with third-party IP-Phones and IP-DECT Phone
Ÿ Modular and Digital non-blocking architecture – reduced maintenance
cost and downtime

Increase Staff Efficiency
and Staff Responsiveness
to Guests

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Built-in Front Desk management
Hotel Feature Set
Minibar
Mobile Extensions
Voice-Mail
Built-in Auto-attendant
SMDR and Activity Log
Alarms and Reminders
Third-party PMS and CAS support

Enhanced Customer
Satisfaction

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Mobility Features
Voice-mail
Anytime access to voice-mail from outdoor
Voice-mail to E-mail notification
Voice-mail Personalization
Flexibility to set preferences (alarms, reminders, wake-up calls, voicemail greetings, etc.)

Generating and
Increasing Revenue

Universal Connectivity
Seamless Mobility
Mobility Features
Built-in Auto-attendant
Voice-mail
SMDR and Activity Log – error free reporting and accounting
Third-party PMS and CAS support
Use of Internet for voice applications - no need of extra infrastructure
Built-in Front Desk management - No need of additional PMS for basic
applications
Ÿ Built-in call accounting - No need of additional CAS for basic
accounting

Reduce TCO and
Increase ROI

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

ABOUT MATRIX
Matrix is India based leading manufacturer of IP-PBXs and Gateways for small to large enterprises. Matrix IP-PBX is an
integrated communication solution offering universal connectivity with unique design and encompassing advanced features
for the businesses of all sizes. Matrix IP-PBX offers benefits of reduced communication costs, seamless connectivity and
simplified management for small to large enterprises, institutions, call centres, hotels and many other industries through
industry specific solutions. With the global presence in more than 30 countries through an extensive network of more than 500
channel partners, Matrix has gained customer trust and admiration across the world and has won several awards and
recognition for its innovative products and processes.

For further information, please contact:
MATRIX COMSEC PVT. LTD.
Head Office
394 - GIDC, Makarpura, Vadodara - 390 010, India.
Ph: +91 265 2630555, Fax: +91 265 2636598
E-mail: Inquiry@MatrixComSec.com
SMS ‘MATRIX’ to +91 99987 55555

www.MatrixComSec.com
Due to continuous technology upgradations, product specifications are subject to change without notice.

